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The LACIE Field Measurements project has acquired and assembled one
 
of the most comprehensive data sets for agricultural remote sensing research.
 
The purpose of this document is to briefly describe the data sets and to
 
introduce potential investigators to the spectral data through a series of
 
examples illustrating major sources of variation in the reflectance of wheat
 
and several of its confusion crops.
 
Requests for further information or data should be addressed to:
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Major advancements have been made in recent years in the capability
 
to acquire, process, and interpret remotely sensed multispectral measure­
ments of the energy reflected and emitted from crops, soils, and other
 
earth surface features. With the initiation .of,experiments such as the
 
Varge Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE), the technology is moving
 
rapidly toiard operational applications (1). There is, however, a continuing
 
need for quantitative studies of the multispectral characterisitcs of
 
crops and soils if further advancements in the technology are to be made.
 
In the past, many such.studies were made in the laboratory because of a
 
lack of instrumentation suitable for field studies. However, the appli­
cability of such studies is generally limited. The development of sensor
 
systems capable of collecting high quality spectral measurements under
 
field conditions has made it possible to pursue investigations which would
 
not have been possible a few years ago.
 
A maj'or effort was initiated,in the fall of 1974 by the NASA/Johnson
 
Space Cent~r; Purdue University/Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing,
 
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture to acquire fully annotated and
 
ualibrated multitemporal sets of spectral measurements and supporting
 
agronomic and meteorological data. Spectral, agronomic, and meteorological
 
measurements have been made on LACIE test sites in Kansas and North Dakota
 
for three years and in South Dakota for two years. The remote sensing
 
measurements include ddta acquired by three truck-mounted spectrometers, a
 
helicopter-borne spectrometer, two air-borne multispectral scanners, and the
 
Landsat-1 and -2 multispectral~seanners. These data are supplemented by an
 
extensive set of agronomic and meteorological data acquired during each
 
remote sensing data collection mission. The data collection program is
 
illustrated in Figure 1.
 
The LACIE Field Measurements data form one of the most complete and­
best documented data sets ever acquired for remote sensing research. Thus,
 
they are well'suited to serve as a data base f6r research to (1) quantita­
tively determine the relationship of spectral to agronomic characteristics
 
of crops, (2) define future sensor systems, and (3) develop advanced data
 
analysis techniques. The data base is undoubtedly the largest of its type
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Figure 1. Schematic Illustration of LACIE Field Measurements Data Acquisition.
 
now available for research purposes. It is unparalled in its comprehensive­
ness in terms of sensors and missions over the same sites throughout the
 
growing season. The calibration of all multispectral data to a common
 
standard is unique. Finally, the kind and quantity of supporting agronomic
 
and meteorological data are extensive compared to most remote sensing
 
experiments. The data acquisition was planned and monitored by researchers
 




A. Description of Data
 
The field measurements test sites are located in Finney County, Kansas;
 
Williams County, North Dakota; and Hand County, South Dakota (Figure 2).
 
The test sites were chosen to represent as wide a range of important wheat
 
production areas as possible, Kansas for winter wheat, North Dakota for
 
spring wheat, and South Dakota for the winter-spring wheat transition area.
 
Each site consists of a LACIE intensive testsite (ITS), 5 x 6 miles in
 
size; and in Kansas and North Dakota, an agricultural experiment station.
 
The crop, soil, and climatic characteristics of each site are described more
 
fully in the Project Plan (2).
 
This report presents examples of the data from the high spectral
 
resolution spectrometers. These data have been considered as the primary
 
spectral data from the project since they are the most complete and detailed
 
in terms of number of missions, spatial resolution, spectral wavelength
 
coverage and resolution, and signal/noise ratio. Spectral data and associated
 
agronomic and meteorological data acquired by all instruments (Landsat MSS,
 
airborne MSS, high resolution spectrometers, and Landsat-band radiometers)
 
are available from the LACIE Field Measurements data library located at
 
Purdue/LARS. The major characteristics of the spectrometer systems are
 
described briefly here and in Table 1. More complete desqriptions of the
 
sensors, as well as descriptions of the agronomic and meteorological data
 
are presented in the Project Plan (2).
 
The Field Spectrometer System (FSS) is mounted on a helicopter and
 
acquires data over farmers' fields in a series of three flightlines over the
 
LACIE intensive test sites (ITS) in each of the three counties indicated in
 
Figure 2. The FSS is a modified version of the S-191 spectrometer used on
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provide a measure of the natural variation in the temporal-spectral character­
istics of wheat and surrounding cover types.
 
The truck-mounted spectrometers collected spectra of controlled plots
 
at agricultural experiment stations (AES) near the ITS at Garden City,
 
Kansas, and Williston, North Dakota. The sensors, which acquire data at
 
wavelength 0.4-2.4 1m, are the Field Signature Acquisition System (FSAS)
 
operated by NASA/JSC, Exotech ,Model 20C operated by Purdue/LARS, and Exotech
 
Model 20D operated by NASA/ERL. These data combined with the more detailed
 
and quantitative measurements of crop and soil conditions which were made on
 
the AES plots enable analysts to establish the relation of reflectance to
 
such factors as leaf area index and biomass;
 
The spectral reflectance data are presented in terms of bidirectional
 
reflectance factor which is a physical property of the scene or target,
 
rather than as radiance which is dependent on the irradiance. The data
 
have been calibrated by comparing the response of the instrument viewing
 
the target (field) to its response viewing a level reference standard.
 
These measurements are in turn related to a laboratory standard of pressed
 
barium sulphate having known reflective properties. This approach to
 
calibration provides data for which valid mission-to-mission and sensor-to­
sensor comparisons can be made (3).
 
B. Introduction to Example Spectra
 
The spectral examples presented illustrate important sources of
 
variability in the multispectral reflectance of wheat and differences in
 
the spectral response between wheat and its major confusion crops.*
 
Some of the factors affecting multispectral reflectance which are includ.
 
ed in the examples are: maturity stage, -amount of vegetation (biomass,
 
leaf area index, percent ground cover), soil type, surface soil moisture,
 
irrigated vs. dryland, fallow vs. recrop, and nitrogen fertilization.
 
In addition to indicating the sources of variability, the curves
 
illustrate the manner in which various factors affect spectral response.
 
* Thermal measurements were collected by the FSS, but are not included in 
the examples because they cannot be combined and averaged in the same
 
manner as reflective spectra.
 
8 
The spectral reflectance curves are mean values-- the average of several
 
individual spectra from different locations within a field or test plot,
 
and, in most cases, the average of several fields. With the exception of
 
the graphs illustrating the variability within and among wheat fields, vari­
ance information is not presented. The spectral curves, therefore, are
 
intended to provide a general representation of scene variability and it would
 
be inappropriate tQ use the spectral curves to assess, for example, the
 
discriminability of wheat from other cover types because only first order
 
(mean) statistics are shown. A more sophisticated model involving second
 
order (variance, covariance, and correlation) multivariate statistics should
 
be used for this problem (4). Quantitative analyses of the data using
 
techniques involving second order statistics are currently being conducted
 
by several investigators (3, 5).
 
Spectra of agricultural cover types presented in this report were
 
selected from a much larger data set (Table 2). During the three years
 
of data collection approximately 100,000 individual spectra over more than
 
1000 fields or test plots were acquired. There were typically seven to ten
 
missions for each test site during each growing season. Thus, the data
 
selected for this document represent only a small fraction of the total data
 
set. The Data Library Catalog contains information on the location, date,
 
scene type, sensor, and identifying observation number of all data (6).
 
Investigators are encouraged to obtain copies of the computer­
compatible digital tapes for analysis. In addition to the spectral data,
 
the digital tapes include complete information describing the conditions
 
of the mission (e.g., date, time, heading, altitude, solar elevation, and
 
azimuth angles), meteorological measurements, and agronomic observations
 
and measurements of the crop-soil condition. The digital data are
 
supplemented by ground-level photographic views of fields and plots, as
 






Table 2. Approximate growth stages of wheat at missions when truck- and
 

































































































Year Site/Crop Mission Growth Stage 
1976 Crop Williams County, N.D. May 10-14 Emergence 
Spring Wheat May 28-30 Seedling 
Jun 15-17 Jointing 
Jun 25-27 Boot 
Jul 4-8 Heading 
Jul 13-17 Dough 
Jul 20-23 Ripening 
Jul 28-31 Mature 
Aug 6-12 Harvest 
Aug 17-20 Post Harvest 
1975-76 Crop Hand County, S.D. Oct 15-16 Emergence 
Winter Wheat Oct 22-30 Seedling 
Nov 5-6 Tillering 
May 10-16 Stem Extension 
Jun 1-4 Heading 
Jun 19-23 Dough 
Jul 8-10 Harvest 
Jul 31-Aug 4 Post Harvest 
1975-76 Crop Hand County, S.D. Oct 15-16 Not planted 
Spring Wheat Oct 22-30 Not planted 
Nov 5-6 Not planted 
May 10-16 Tillering 
Jun 1-4 Boot 
Jun 19-23 Headed 
Jul 8-10 Ripening-Ripe 
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Table 2. (continued) 
Wheat 
Year Site/Crop Mission Growth Stage 
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II. Kansas Winter 'Wheat Examples
 
A. Variation Within Winter Wheat
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II. Kansas Winter Wheat Examples
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCRTION: FINNEY COUNTY, KANSAS
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__ 
DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTANCE 
DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCRTION: FINNEY COUNTY, KRNSRS
 



























DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCATION: FINNEY COUNTY9 KANSAS
 
SENSOR: FSS DATE: MARCH 18, 1976
 
_ ORYLRNO WHEAT 
............ IRRIGRTED WHEAT 
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCRTION: FINNEY COUNTY, ,KFNSRS
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCRTION: FINNEY COUNTY, KANSAS 
SENSOR: FSS DATE' MAY 6, 1976 
wDRYLRND WHEAT 
6........ IRRIGATED WHEAT 
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCATION: FINNEY COUNTY, KRNSRS
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCATION' FINNEY COUNTY, KANSRS
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AVERAGES OF 9, 3. 10, 3. AND 7 FIELDS. RESPECTIVELY. 
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L 
REFLECTANCE OF HINTER WHEAT
 
AND OTHER SMPLL GRAINS
 
LOCRTION: GRRDEN CITY, KANSAS
 
SENSOR: EXOTECH MODEL 200 DATE: APRIL 9, 1975
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REFLECTANCE OF HINTER HHERT
 
AND OTHER SGIPLl GRAINS
 
LOCATION; GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
 
SENSOR: EXOTECH MODEL 200 DA9TE: RPRIL 23, 1975.
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60 ..... BARLEY 
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REFLETANCE -OF W.INTER HHEAT
 
RNO OTHER SMALL GRAINS
 
LOCRTION' GARDEN CITY, KRNSAS
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REFLECTRNCE OF NINTER NHEPT
 
AND OTHER SMALL GRRINS
 
LOCATION- GARDEN CITY , KANSRS,
 




















































AVERRGES OF 2,2. 1. 2. RNO 2 PLOTS. RESPECTIVELY. 
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REFLECTANCE OF HINTER HHEAT
 
AND OTHER SMALL GRAINS
 
LOCATION" CARDEN CITY, KPNSAS
 
SENSOR: EXOTECH MODEL 20D DATE: JUNE 3, 1975
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REFLECTRNCE OF HINTER WHEAT
 
AND OTHER SMALL GRAINS
 
LOCATION" GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
 
SENSOR: EXOTECH MODEL 20D DRTE: JUNE 15, 1975
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REFLECTRNCE OF HINTER IHERT
 
rNO OTHER SM LL RAINS
 
LOCRTION' GRROEN CITY, KRNSRS 
SENSOR: EXOTECH MOOEL 200 DRTE: JUNE 29, 1975 
- A EARLY WiERT 
............ RYE 
60 .... . BFIRLEY 




























REFLECTANCE OF HINTER HHEAT
 
AND OTHER SMALL GRAINS
 
LOCRTION: GARDEN CITY, KRNSRS 
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REFLECTRNCE OF WINTER WHERT
 
AND OTHER SMRLL GRRINS
 
LOCATION' GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
 




























HINTER HIHEATREILECTHNCE OF 
AND OTHER SMALL GRAINS 
LOCATION: 
SENSOR: FSRS 
GARDEN CITY. KANSAS 





























wRVEMAGES OF 4. 1- 1-FIND I PLOTS. RESPECTIVELY., 
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0 
REFLECTANCE OF HINTER WHEAT
 
AND OTHER SMALL GRPINS
 
LOCATION: GRRDEN CITY, KRNSRS
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REFLECTANCE OF HINTER WHEAT
 
AND OTHER SMALL GRAINS
 
LOCATION: GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
 































REFLECTANCE OF HINTER HHET
 
RND OTHER SMILL GRAINS
 
LOCATION: GARDEN CITY, KRNSRS
 
SENSOR: FSRS DRTE: JUNE 10, 1976
 
__ x WHEAT 
............ RYE 
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AVERRGE5 OF 4. 1. 1. AND I PLOTS. RESlPECTIVELY.
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III. North Dakota Spring Wheat Examples 




REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WIHEAT
 
AI DIFFERENT MRTURITY STRGES
 
LOCATION. WILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DRKOTA
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REFLECTANCE OF SPRING LHEFT
 
AT DIFFERENT MATURITY STAGES
 
LOCRTION: WILLI1MS COUNTY, NORTH DRKOTR
 
SENSOR: FSS DATE: 1976
 
wEMERGENCE MRY 28 
............ TILLERING JUNE 17 
60 .... 	 BOOT JUNE 25 
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REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHEAT PLOTS
 
[I1TH DIFFERENT LEAF AREAS
 
LOCRTION' WILLISTON, NORTH ORKOTR
 




INDEX COVER BIOMRSS HEIGHT
 
X] (ON/SO MErER) (CM) 
0.0-0.49, 5 - 14 
37
60 ............ 0.5-0.99 21 '60.7 

1.0-1.49 26 43,9 38
 
1.5-1.99 43 81.6 51
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WAVELENGTH (MICROMETERS)
 
'AVERRGES OF 7. 7. 7. 7. AND A PLOTS, RESPECTIVELY. 
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REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHERT PLOTS
 
WITH DIFFERENT LEPF PREPS
 
LOCRTION: WILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTR
 




INDEX COVER BIOMRSS HEIGHT
 
(%) (GM/SQ METER) (CM)
 
0.0-0.49 9 10.7 16
 
60 ............ 0.5-0.99 28 46.1 25
 
1.0-1.49 39 74.8 29
 
1.5-1.99 46 132.2 38
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTPNCE OF SPRING HERT
 
PS SOIL DRIES AFTER P RRIN
 
LOCRTION ,LI NORTH ORKOTR
 
SENSSOR: EXOTECH MODEL 20C DRTE: JUNE 3-4, 1976
 
WET 
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WAVELENGTH y.T-R0vETERS) 
,AVCRRGESOF 2 PL-OTS. 
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTNCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
DUE TO PLPNTING DATE
 
LOCRTION: WILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTR
 

















DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
DUE TO PLANTING DATE 
SENSOR' 
LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH OAKOTA 

















02 ER IEO ILOT 
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHEAT.
 
DUE TO PLAINTING DRTE
 
LOCRTION' WILLISTON, NORTH URKOTR
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTRNCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
DUE TO PLANTING DATE
 
LOCnTIONg HILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTA
 



























DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTRNCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
DUE TO PLANTING DRTE
 
LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTA
 






























DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTANCE OF SPRING HHEAT
 
DUE TO PLANTIN DATE
 
LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTA
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTRNCE OF SPRING NHERT
 
DUE TO PLANTING ORTE 
SENSOR: 
LOCRTION: WILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTA 
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
DUE TO PLANTING DATE
 
LOCRTIONs WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTA
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A VRGES OF 16PLO T, 
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0 
DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTRNCE OF SPRING HHERT
 
DUE TO SOIL MOISTURE
 
LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTA
 
SENSOR' EXOTECH MODEL 20C DRTE' JULY 0, 1975
 
w WHERT IN 1974
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
DUE TO SOIL MOISTURE
 
LOCRTION,: WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTR
 
SENSOR: EXOTECH MODEL 20C OATE: AUGUST 12, 1975
 
x WHERT IN 1974
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UIFFERENCE IN REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
DUE TO SOIL MOISTURE
 
LOCRTION: WILLISTON, NORTH ORKOTR
 





























SVERAGES OF 16 PLOTS.
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTRNCE OF SPRING UHEAT
 
DUE TO SOIL MOISTURE
 
LOCATION: VILLISTON, NORTH URKOTA
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DIFFERENCE I-N REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHERT
 
DUE TO SOIL MOISTURE
 
LOCRTION: WILLISTON, NORTH ORKOTR
 
DTE JULY 8, 1976
























DIFFERENCE INREFLECIRNCE.OF SPRING LHERT
 
DUE TO SOIL MOISTURE
 
LOCRTION' WILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTR
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RfVERRSES OF IS PLOTS.
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTRNCE OF SPRING WHERT
 
DUE TO SOIL MOISTURE
 
LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTA
 




























LOCRTION: WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTA
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AVERlGES OF 8 PLOTS.
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LOCRT ION': WILL ISTON, NORTH DRKOTA
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LOCATION: NILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTR 
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LOCFTION; WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTR
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LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTR
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RVERAGES OF 16 PLOTS. 
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LOCRTION: WILLISTON, NORTH ORKOTA 




















AVERAGES OF 16 PLOMS
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTRNCE OF SPRING UHERT
 
DUE TO NITROGEN LEVEL
 
LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTA
 
SENSOR: EXOTECH MODEL 20C 























RVERAGES OF 4 PLOTS.
 





LOCATION. WILLISTON, NORTH DAOTR
 



































DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTPNCE OF SPRING HERT
 
.DUE TO NITROGEN LEVEL
 
LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTA
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTRNCE OF SPRING WHEET
 
DUE TO NITROGEN LEVEL
 
LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTA
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'WAVELENGTH (MICROMETERS) 
AVEnROES OF 16 PLOTS.
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTANCE -OF SPRING WHEAT
 
DUE TO NITROGEN LEVEL
 
LOCRTIONt WILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTA
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECT,RNCE OF SPRING HHERT
 
DUE TO NITROGEN LEVEL
 
LOCRTION: WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTR
 



































DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTRNCE.OF SPR-ING WHEAT
 
-DUE TO NITROGEN LEVEL
 
LOCATION: NILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTR
 
SENSOR: 'EXOTECH MODEL 20C DATE. -JULY 16, 1976
 






























AVERPGES OF 16 PLOTS. 
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LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH OAKOTA
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RMONG SPRING HHERT FIELDS
 
LOCRTION: WILLIRMS COUNTY, NORTH DRKOTR
 
SENSOR: FSS DRTE: JUNE 22, 1975
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FIMONG SPRING WHEAT FIELDS
 
LOCATION' WILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA
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FMONG SPPING HHEAT FIELDS
 
LOCATION; ILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA
 
SENSOR: FSS DATE' JUNE 17, 1976
 
___ FIELD 334 
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AMONG SPRING UHEPT FIELDS
 
LOCATION: WILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DKOTIR
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F-tin , WAVELENGTH122 (MICROMETERS) 
VARIABILITY IN REFLECTANCE
 
HITHIN A SPRING HHEAT FIELD
 
LOCATION: NILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH OPKOTR
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WITHIN A SPRING WHEAT FIELD
 
LOCRTION: WILLIRMS COUNTY, NORTH ORKOTR
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HITHIN fl SPRING HHEAT FIELD
 
LOCATION: WILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA
 











































HITHIN A SPRING HHEAT FIELD
 
LOCRTION: WILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH OAKOTR
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REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
AT THE SAME DATE IN TWO YEARS
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REFLECTANCE OF SPRING UHEAT
 
AT THE SAME OATE IN 1HO YEARS
 























AERfRGCS OF 9 FIELDS. 
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REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
PT THE SAME DATE IN TWO YERS 
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REFLECTFNCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
AT THE SAME DATE IN TWO YEARS
 


























REFLECTRNCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
AT THE SAME DATE IN THO YEPRS
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AVERAGES OF 7 AND 9 FIELDS. RESPECTIVELY. 
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REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
AT THE SAME MPTURITY STRGE
 
LOCATION: WILLIRMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA
 
SENSOR: FSS MATURITY STRGE: EMERGENCE
 
w JUNE 5, 1975 
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'AVERAGES OF 8 AND S FIELDS. RESPECTIVELY. 
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REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
AT -THE SAME MATURITY STAGE
 
LOCATION: WILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA
 





























AVERAGES OF 4 AND 8 FIELDS. RESPECTIVELY.
 
133 
REFLECTPNCE OF SPRING NHERT
 
RT THE SRME MATURITY STAGE
 
LOCRTION: WILLIRMS COUNTY, NORTH ORKOTA
 
SENSOR:. FSS MRTURITY STRGE, RIPENING
 
_ xRUGUST 15. 1975 



























x AVERAGES OF 7 AND 9 FIELDS, RESPECTIVELY. 
134
 
III. North Dakota Spring Wheat Examples
 




DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTANCE 
DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCRTION' WILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTR
 






























AVERRGES OF 8. 9, AND 6 FIELDS. RESPECTIVELY. I 
f N |O B N
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTANCE
 
DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCATION: WILLIAMS COUNTY-, NORTH DAKOTA
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LOCATION: WILLIRMS COUNTY, NORTH OAKOTR
 




































DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCRTIONg WILLIRMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA
 
SENSOR: FSS DOTE: JULY 18, 1975
 
W SPRING WHERT 
............ FRLLOW 
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCRTION: N.ILLIAhS COUNTY, NORTH ORKOTR
 




































DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCfTION. WILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTR
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCATION' WILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCATION. WILLIRMS COUNTY, NORTH ORKOTA
 
SENSOR: FSS DATE: MAY 28,.1976
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCATION WLILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA
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DIFFERENCE IN k LLUIHNUL
 
DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCWTION1 WILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DRKOTR 
SENSOR, FSS ORTE: JULY 6, 1976 
__ w SPRING WHERT 





























DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCATION; HILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA 
SENSOR: FSS DATE: JULY 20, 1976 
- ?*SPRING WHEAT 
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCRTION' NILLIH'S COUNTY, NORTH DRKOTA
 
SENSOR: FSS ORTE' JULY 28, 1976
 
* SPRING WHERT 
............ FALLOW 
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCRTION: WILLIRMS COUNTY, NORTH OPKOTR
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DIFFERENCE IN REFLECTANCE 
DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCATION: WILLIRMS COUNTY, NORTH ORKOTA
 
SENSOR: FSS DATE" AUGUST 19, 1976
 
- w SPRING WHEAT 
............FALLOW
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RAVERRGES OF 9. 10, AND 6 FIELDS. RESPECTIVELY. 
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REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHEPT
 
AND OTHER SMALL GRAINS
 
LOCRTION: WILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTR
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REFLECTRNCE OF SPRING WHEAT 
AND OTHER SMALL GRAINS 
SENSOR: 
LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTA 
EXOTECH MODEL 20C DATE: AUGUST 12, 1975 





















LOCRTION: WILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTR.
 









































LOCRTION: NILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTR
 
SENSOR: EXOTECH MODEL 20C DRTE: JUNE 18, 1976
 
- _ x KELSEY OATSHECTOR BARLEY
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REFLECTRNCE OF SPRING WHEFT
 
AND OTHER SMALL GRAINS
 
LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTR
 

























AVERRCES OF 3 PLOTS.
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REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHERT
 
AND OTHER SMALL GRAINS
 
LOCATION: WILLISTON, NORTH DRKOTA
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REFLECTANCE OF SPRING WHEAT
 
ANU OTHER SMALL GRAINS
 
LOCATION% WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTA
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wAVERAGES OF 4 PLOTS. 
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IV. South Dakota Spring and Winter Wheat Examples
 
A. Variation Within Spring and Winter Wheat
 
/1- t(N'-f LN 
IN N U 
REFLECTANCE OF HINTER HHEAT 
AT DIFFERENT MATURITY STAGES 
LOCATION: HAND COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA 
SENSOR' FSS DRTEI 1975-76 
xTILLERING OCTOBER 15 
............TILLERING NOVEMBER 5 
60 .....- TILLERING MAY 11 
-- HERDED JUNE 19 
RIPE JULY 8 
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RT DIFFERENT MPTUPITY STRGES
 
LOCPTION: HRND COUNTY, SOUTH DRKOTA 
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AMONG HINTER WIHEAT FIELDS
 
-LOCRTION; HRNU COUNTY, SOUTH DRKOTA
 






60 ..... FIELD 210 
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PMONG HINTER WHERT FIELDS
 
LOCATION: HAND COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA
 





80 ..... FIELD 210 
FIELD 128 
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VARI BILITY IN REFLECTANCE
 
AMONG SPRING HHERT FIELDS
 
LOCRTION' HAND COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA
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LOCATION: HAND COUNTY, SOUTH DRKOTA
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WITHIN A HINTER WHERT FIELD
 
LOCFTION: HANO COUNTY, SOUTH DRKOTR 
SENSOR' FSS DRTE: MRY 11, 1976 
FIELD: 176 
SCRN ONE 
60 ............ .. . SCAN TWO SCAN THREE 


























HAND COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA 
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WITHIN A HINTER HHEAT FIELD
 
LOCATION: HAND COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA
 








60 . .. SCAN THREE
 
SCAN FOUR 
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HITHIN A SPRING HHEFT FIELD 
LOCATION: HAND COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA
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HITHIN A SPRING WHERT FIELD
 
LOCATION: HRND COUNTY, SOUTH DRKOTR
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VARI 	BILITY IN REFLECTPNCE
 
HITHIN A SPRINK; HERT FIELD 
LOCATION: HAND COUITY, SOUTH DAKOTA
 





............ SCAN TWO 60 	 . . SCRN THREE 
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DUE -TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCRTION' HRNO COUNTY, SOUTH ORKOTA
 
SENSOR' FSS ORTE MRY 11, 1976
 
WINTER WHERT 
............ SPRING WHERT 
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCATION; HRNO COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTR
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCRTION: HRND COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA
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DUE TO COVER TYPE
 
LOCATION' HAND COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA
 
SENSOR: FSS DATE: JULY 31, 1.976
 
............ 
x WINTER WHEAT 
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Appendix: Documentation of Data Examples 
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Appendix : Documentation of Data Examples.
 
Field averages were used for all graphs of FSS data except for those illustrating within-field variability.
 
Page Number Location Pot (Date) Class 	 Field (or Run) Numbers
 























































1 1975 Kansas data are from ITS-1960; 1976 Kansas data are from ITS-1988.
 
17 
Page Number Location Plot (Date) Class Field (or Run) Numbers 
17 Amt. Vegetation(75) 26-50% GC on 3/30:101 

































76-100% GC on 5/14:25 




Page Number Location Plot (Date) 	 Class 

















Ulysses Silt Loam 























* Experiment station plot numbers are as shown on maps in the Project Plan 


























































Page Number Location Plot (Date) Class 


























































































































Page Number Location Plot (Date) Class 



















































































































Page Number Location Plot (Date) Class 










59 Wheat,Other(ll/5/74) Dryland Winter Wheat 




60,61 Wheat,Other(4/8,5/14/75) Dryland Winter Wheat 




62-63 Wheat,Othet(6/17,6/26/75) Dryland Winter Wheat 






4/18,5/6/76) Dryland Winter Wheat 
Irrigated Winter Wheat 
Fallow 














































































Dryland Winter Wheat 



















72 Wheat,Small Grains(4/28/75) Early Wheat 
Rye 
Barley 
t, Late Wheat 
Triticale 
73 Wheat,Small Grains(5/15/75) Early Wheat 






















































































Page Number Location Plot (Date) Class 



































































































































88 Amt. Vegetation(76) 
2.0 --)LAI 
0-.49 LAI 
2 1975 and 1976 North Dakota data are from ITS-1966. 







































































Page Number Location 
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Page Number Location 
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Page Number Location Plot (Date) 

123 





125 Within Fields(6/17/76) 

126 Within Fields(7/28/76) 

127 Between Years(Same Date) 

128 Between Years(Same Date) 

















































































































































Page Number Location Plot (Date) 

131 

















137 	 Wheat,Other(6/5/75) 

138 	 Wheat,Other(6/22/75) 

































































































































Page Number Location 
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Page Number Location Plot (Date) 

161 
 S. Dakota ITS 3 Maturity Stage (WW) 







































































































































Page Number Location Plot (Date) 
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169 Within Fields(WW,7/8/76) 

170 Within Fields(SW,5/11/76) 

171 Within Fields(SW,6/19/76) 














































































Field (or Run) Numbers
 
(76833003)
 
(76833005)
 
(76833007)
 
(76833009)
 
(76833011)
 
(76848203)
 
(76848206)
 
(76848209)
 
(76848212)
 
(76848215)
 
(76943603)
 
(76943606)
 
(76943609)
 
(76943612)
 
(76943616)
 
(76832903)
(768j2906)
 
(76832909)
 
(76832913)
 
(76832916)
 
(76848104)
 
(76848107)
 
(76848110)
(76848118)
 
(76848124)
 
(76943503)
 
(76943507)
 
(76943511)
 
(76943515)
 
(76943521)
 
176,208,210,196,212,198,
 
175,172,182,128
 
284,197,209,132
 
136,232
 
177,283,207,223,197
 
171,174
 
235,221,211,131
 
NASA-JSC
 
